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What happens when evil wins? ThatÕs the question Superman, Batman, the Justice League and every being in the DC
Universe must face when Darkseid and his otherworldly legion of fanatical followers defeat the WorldÕs Greatest
Heroes. How will they rally back? More importantly...can they? Collects FINAL CRISIS #1-7, DC UNIVERSE #0, FINAL
CRISIS: SUPERMAN BEYOND #1-2 and BATMAN #682-683 as a DC Essential Edition!
Jack Kirby's Fourth World OmnibusDc Comics
Darkseid continues plotting nefarious schemes while the New Gods, Forever People, Mr. Miracle, and other heroes battle
the villain's associates.
Collects selected works of the comic book master, including "The Sandman," "Super Powers," and his work on the Fourth
World mythology.
In 1977 the New Gods renewed their battle against Darkseid and the forces of Apokolips. But as Darkseid invades Earth
to unlock the secrets of the Anti-Life Equation, Orion, Lightray, and the rest of the New Gods enlist the help of the Justice
League of America to stop him! Collects 1st Issue Special #13, The New Gods #12-19, Adventure Comics #459-460, DC
Special Series #10, Super-Team Family #15, and Justice League of America #183-185.
Highlights the life and accomplishments of the man who co-created the comic books and heroes "Captain America," "The
Fantastic Four," and "The Incredible Hulk."
Superman and Batman first teamed up in these stories from comics' Golden Age, reprinted here for the first time in one
massive hardcover. In these tales, which feature frequent guest stars Robin, Lois Lane, Commissioner Gordon and Perry
White, the two heroes battle crime in the past, present and future, including each other's greatest foes: Lex Luthor and
The Joker! Collects stories from "New York World's Fair Comics "#1-2 and "World's Finest Comics" #71-96.
Created by legendary comics creator Jack Kirby, The New Gods are a group of immortal "gods" from the "Fourth World",
which consists of the two warring planets New Genesis and Apokolips. The leader of Apokolips is one of DC Comics
most feared villains, Darksied. As the New Gods begin to mysteriously die, Superman and New Gods Mister Miracle and
Orion struggle to discover who is eliminating the New Gods and what is Darkseid's role. DEATH OF THE NEWS GODS
is a major part of DC Comics' weekly event comic "Countdown".
Following his legendary work on Superman, X-Men, and Fantastic Four, John Byrne takes on Jack Kirby's
groundbreaking creations in this oversized hardcover collection! John Byrne reinvented Superman and illustrated some
of the most famous stories in X-Men history. Much like how Jack Kirby created the Fourth World at DC following his
genre-defining career at Marvel, after Byrne's work on multiple pop culture icons, the writer and artist took on the Fourth
World himself, as collected in this hardcover omnibus. While staying faithful to Kirby's original vision, these tales brought
characters like Orion, Darkseid, Mr. Miracle, and the Forever People into the 1990s, reviving the epic mythology of New
Genesis and Apokolips for a new generation of readers. This collection also includes Genesis, a team-up between the
heroes of Earth--including Batman, Superman, and Wonder Woman--and the New Gods of New Genesis against
Darkseid, as the Godwave threatens reality! This volume collects New Gods #12-15, Jack Kirby's Fourth World #1-20,
and Genesis #1-4.
For its 80th issue, the Jack Kirby Collector magazine presents a double-sized 50th anniversary examination of Kirby's
magnum opus! Spanning the pages of four different comics starting in 1970 (New Gods, Forever People, Mister Miracle,
and Jimmy Olsen), th
One of the most memorable corners of Jack Kirby’s Fourth World returns in a brand-new collection! This book introduces
a group of young, otherworldly adventurers: Big Bear, Mark Moonrider, Serifan, Beautiful Dreamer, and Vykin, five young
heroes who, with the help of their mother box, have the ability to summon the mighty Infinity Man. Included in this volume
are major battles with Darkseid, Desaad, and Glorious Godfrey, as well as memorable team-ups with Superman and
Deadman. Collects The Forever People #1-11.
He's one of the most successful comic creators in history, known for epic stints on Fantastic Four, Uncanny X-Men,
Alpha Flight and more! Now savor John Byrne's wider influence on the Marvel Universe in this collection of shorter - but
no less classic - runs on top-tier characters! Enjoy Byrne's definitive take on icons like Captain America, the Hulk, the
Avengers, Wolverine and the Silver Surfer, as well as Black Widow and her fellow Champions! COLLECTING:
CHAMPIONS 11-15; MARVEL PREVIEW 11; AVENGERS (1963) 164-166, 181-191; POWER MAN 48-50; MARVEL
PREMIERE 47-48; CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) 247-255; SILVER SURFER (1982) 1; INCREDIBLE HULK (1968)
314-319; WOLVERINE (1988) 17-23; MATERIAL FROM MARVEL FANFARE (1982) 29
Legendary comics creator Jack Kirby's mind-boggling "Fourth World" saga is collected in an Absolute edition series
starting with Absolute Fourth World by Jack Kirby Vol. 1. After co-creating comic book heroes such as The Fantastic Four
and The Hulk, legendary writer/artist Jack Kirby came to DC Comics in 1970 to write and illustrate four interlocking series
known collectively as "The Fourth World." Now, as part of the celebration of the 100th birthday of Jack Kirby, DC collects
Kirby's entire runs on these four series--The New Gods, The Forever People, Mister Miracle and Superman's Pal Jimmy
Olsen--In a single volume. These comics spanned galaxies, from the streets of Metropolis to the far-flung twin worlds of
New Genesis and Apokolips, as cosmic-powered heroes and villains struggle for supremacy, and the world-conquering
Darkseid adventured across Earth for the deadly Anti-Life Equation.
The conflict between the New Gods cannot be resolved until Orion, the hero, confronts Darkseid, the black-helmeted
supervillain who is secretly Orion's father
Spinning off of THE FOURTH WORLD comes JACK KIRBY'S MISTER MIRACLE! As part of the NEW GODS saga,
JACK KIRBY'S MISTER MIRACLE focuses on Scott Free's attempt to escape his past and create his own future. Raised
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on the war-ravaged world of Apokolips, Scott became a master escape artist in order to flee his planet and fight in the
epic battle against his former home world's tyrant, Darkseid. Taking on the persona of Mister Miracle and fighting
alongside the love of his life, Big Barda, Scott proves that a man, not his upbringing, determines his destiny. Created by
the legendary Jack Kirby, this graphic novel collection comes back after being out of print for years! Collects all 18 issues
of MISTER MIRACLE!
Don't miss this new volume featuring the greatest New Gods stories by a Who's Who of all-star creators! Recognized as
one of Jack Kirby's greatest creations, the New Gods now play an integral role in the DC Universe. Rediscover the
classic tales of young Scott Free, Darkseid, Orion and more in this softcover collecting stories from Mister Miracle
Special, Jack Kirby's Fourth World #2-20, and Orion #3-4, #6-8, #10, #12, #15, #18-19! Plus, a never-before-published
short story by writer Mark Millar with art by Steve Ditko & Mick Gray!
Discover some of comicsÕ most daring writing and dynamic artÑand thrill to the imaginative power of one of the mediumÕs
greatest mastersÑin THE DEMON BY JACK KIRBY, collecting the KingÕs complete 16-issue run on the acclaimed series. Jack
Kirby reinvented the superhero genre with his sprawling saga of the fourth worldÑa bold storytelling vision that was decades
ahead of its time. In honor of this extraordinary talentÕs centennial, DC Comics is proud to re-present the groundbreaking work of
the King of Comics in a brand-new series of collections featuring his classic DC titles in all their four-color glory! Following the
success of the Fourth World titles, Kirby brought comics fans his most shocking creation yet: THE DEMON! Summoned from the
stygian depths by Merlin himself to defend the legendary kingdom of Camelot, a rhyme-slinging hell-spawn known as Etrigan was
bound to this mortal coil through the body of his all-too-human host, Jason Blood. But EtriganÕs adventures would continue far
beyond the mythic and medieval past. Living on into the present day, Jason Blood became one of the DC UniverseÕs most
powerful masters of magic and the occultÑand through it all, his demonic alter ego has stood at the ready, ever eager to unleash
his infernal powers in the service of BloodÕs undying battle against evil!
"Fourth World created by Jack Kirby - The Forever People, Mantis, Infinity Man, Desaad, Black Racer, Kalibak, Mister Miracle,
Granny Goodness and Big Barda created by Jack Kirby - Deadman created by Arnold Drake - Superman created by Jerry Siegel
and Joe Shuster, by special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel family"
After co-creating comic book heroes such as THE FANTASTIC FOUR and THE HULK, legendary writer/artist Jack Kirby came to
DC Comics in 1970 to write and illustrate four interlocking series known collectively as "The Fourth World."Now, as part of the
celebration of the 100th birthday of Jack Kirby, DC collects Kirby's entire runs on these four series--THE NEW GODS, THE
FOREVER PEOPLE, MISTER MIRACLE and SUPERMAN'S PAL JIMMY OLSEN--In a single volume. These comics spanned
galaxies, from the streets of Metropolis to the far-flung twin worlds of New Genesis and Apokolips, as cosmic-powered heroes and
villains struggle for supremacy, and the world-conquering Darkseid adventured across Earth for the deadly Anti-Life Equation.a
Collects SUPERMAN'S PAL JIMMY OLSEN #133-139 and 141-148, THE NEW GODS #1-11, THE FOREVER PEOPLE #1-11,
MISTER MIRACLE #1-18, plus later stories from NEW GODS #4 and DC GRAPHIC NOVEL #4.
Written by Jack Kirby Art and cover by Jack Kirby & Mike Royer One of Jack "King" Kirby's most memorable creations returns in
this title collecting the entire, original 16-issue series from the early 1970s! Part man, part elemental fury, Etrigan the Demon was
bound to Jason Blood by Merlin to defend Camelot, only to become a demonologist in the modern-day DC Universe. Advancesolicited; on sale November 19 - 384 pg, FC, $49.99 US
Collects various comic books from Jack Kirby's metaseries "The Fourth World," including issues of "Superman's Pal, Jimmy
Olsen," "New Gods," "Forever People," and "Mister Miracle."
Collecting four classic series of the 1970s, this volume takes the reader from the streets of Metropolis to the far-flung worlds of
New Genesis and Apokolips, as cosmic-powered heroes and villains struggle for supremacy.
"The Demon created by Jack Kirby; Superman created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, by special arrangement with the Jerry
Siegel family"
Kalibak escapes police custody!
In 2000, legendary writer/artist Walter Simonson, best known for his work on DC's Manhunter and Marvels' Thor, treated comics
fans to his vision of Jack Kirby's Fourth World mythology. At the center of the series was the conflict between Orion, born on the
violent world of Apokolips but raised on peaceful New Genesis, and his father, Darkseid, ruler of Apokolips. Focusing on the clash
between father and son, the series features most of the Fourth World heroes and villains created by Jack Kirby, as Darkseid seeks
the deadly anti-life equation - and Orion battles to stop him from eradicating life as we know it! This title also includes short stories
written by Simonson and illustrated by Frank Miller, Dave Gibbons, Howard Chaykin, Jim Lee and others. Collects ORION #1-25
and stories from JACK KIRBY'S FOURTH WORLD #9-11 and 13.
The intricately conceived Fourth World begins here with the stories that introduced familiar and fearsome faces including Darkseid,
Morgan Edge, the new Newsboy Legion, Intergang and much more, as Jimmy Olsen scrambles to deal with a changing world,
hordes of clones and more! Plus, are you ready for...Goody Rickles?! Collects SUPERMANÕS PAL, JIMMY OLSEN #133-139 and
#141-148.
The stockpiling of bombs on the planet, Apokolips, leads to its destruction when evil Darkseid detonates a demon weapon.
"Originally published in single magazine form in Mister Miracle 1-12, Mister Miracle #1 director's cut 1, Mister Miracle (special
edition) softcover"--Copyright page.
And at the heart of this promethean creation stands a single figure, destined from birth to be a living conduit between the
elemental forces that shaped his people and their worlds. He is the brave and noble champion of New Genesis, adopted by its
benevolent Highfather and raised as his own son. Yet within him also boils the rage and power of his true fatherÑthe tyrannical
ruler of Apokolips, Darkseid! His name is Orion, and this is the story of his greatest adventure! Ranging from the streets of America
to the furthest reaches of time and space, this epic saga will uncover long-hidden secrets from OrionÕs pastÑand provoke the
ultimate reckoning for his future! Only one talent could possibly summon the vision and fortitude necessary to recount such a
mighty tale as thisÑthe supremely gifted writer and artist Walter Simonson! Orion by Walter Simonson Book One collects issues
#1-11 of the legendary storytellerÕs acclaimed Orion series, and also includes a treasure trove of SimonsonÕs Fourth Worldrelated short stories, covers and sketches. Worlds beyond imagining await within!
From the team behind THE SHERIFF OF BABYLON and the Hugo Award-nominated writer of Vision comes a unique new take on
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one of Jack KirbyÕs most beloved New Gods. Scott Free is the greatest escape artist that ever lived. So great that he escaped
Granny GoodnessÕ gruesome orphanage and the dangers of Apokolips to travel across galaxies and set up a new life on Earth
with his wife, the former female fury known as Big Barda. Using the stage alter ego of Mister Miracle, he has made a career for
himself showing off his acrobatic escape techniques. He even caught the attention of the Justice League, which counted him
among its ranks. You might say Scott Free has everything...so why isnÕt it enough? Mister Miracle has mastered every illusion,
achieved every stunt, pulled off every trick-except one. He has never escaped death. Is it even possible? Our hero is going to have
to kill himself if he wants to find out. Written by Tom King (BATMAN) and illustrated by Mitch Gerads (The Punisher), this is a
MISTER MIRACLE unlike any youÕve read before.
Imagine a race of immortal beings possessed with seemingly limitless superhuman abilities. Once worshipped as gods, this
fantastic group left Earth to explore the stars after warring with the Greek, Roman and Norse pantheons for supremacy over
humankind. They are the Eternals, and they are just one part of a cosmic mythology. Their opposites - the Deviants - also secretly
populate Earth, while the towering cosmic entities that created both - the Celestials - are fated to arrive and judge our planet. This
is but the beginning of an epic cosmology of gods and men that sprang forth from the limitless imagination of Jack "King" Kirby, the
co-creator of Captain America, the X-Men, the Avengers and more. Now, Kirby's ETERNALS epic is collected, complete, in this
single volume. COLLECTING: THE ETERNALS (1976) 1-19 & ANNUAL (1977) 1
Jack Kirby reinvented the superhero genre with his sprawling saga of the Fourth WorldÑa bold storytelling vision that was decades
ahead of its time. In honor of this extraordinary talentÕs centennial, DC Comics is proud to re-present the groundbreaking work of
the King of Comics in a brand-new series of trade paperback editions collecting his classic DC titles in all their four-color glory! At
the heart of the Fourth World is The New Gods, a series whose scale and grandeur have astonished readers for generations. And
at the center of KirbyÕs startlingly original pantheon of larger-than-life characters are two of comicsÕ greatest adversaries: Orion
of New Genesis and Darkseid of Apokolips! Ranging across space and time, these implacable foes are locked in a ceaseless
struggle to control the fundamental forces of the universe. But this pair are more than mortal enemiesÑthey are also father and
son! Raised in exile as a living instrument of peace between Apokolips and New Genesis, Orion swore to uphold the life-affirming
values of his adopted world. But the bottomless rage and thirst for combat that course through his veins cannot be extinguished. In
the end, will he defeat Darkseid and thwart his quest for the Anti-Life EquationÑor will he forsake his vow and seize the ultimate
power for himself? See cosmic fury unleashedÑand thrill to the imaginative power of one of the mediumÕs greatest mastersÑin
New Gods by Jack Kirby, collecting issues #1-11 of the legendary series together with the KingÕs two concluding tales, ÒEven
Gods Must Die!Ó and ÒThe Hunger Dogs!Ó

For the first time ever, 'Jack Kirby's forever people' reprints the amazing comic book writer and artist's fantastical black
and white tales of a group of young, otherworldly adventurers. Adding gray tonal values to enhance the groundbreaking
artwork, this book introduces Big Bear, Mark Moonrider, Serafin, Beautiful Dreamer, and Vykin, five young heroes who,
with the help of the Mother Box, have the ability to morph into the mighty Infinity Man. Included in this volume are major
battles with Darkseid, Desaad, and Glorious Godfrey as well as memorable team-ups with Superman and Deadman.
Continues the adventures of Kamandi as he makes his way across the wastelands of Earth, where man has turned
savage and animals are the masters.
Following the unprecedented achievements of his Fourth World titles, Jack Kirby returned to the DC Universe in 1984 for
two special miniseries celebrating Kenner’s new DC-themed Super Powers toy line. Together with such creative
collaborators as Joey Cavalieri, Adrian Gonzales and Paul Kupperberg, Kirby revisited all of DC’s greatest heroes and
villains in the pages of SUPER POWERS, and launched them through time and space into the kind of cosmic adventure
that only the King of Comics could deliver! Jack Kirby reinvented the superhero genre with his sprawling saga of the
Fourth World—a bold storytelling vision that was decades ahead of its time. In honor of this extraordinary talent’s
centennial, DC Comics is proud to re-present the groundbreaking work of the King of Comics in a brand-new series of
trade paperback editions collecting his classic DC titles in all their four-color glory! Revisit this bygone era—and thrill to the
imaginative power of one of the medium’s greatest masters—in SUPER POWERS BY JACK KIRBY, collecting both of
the dimension-spanning sagas that capped off the King’s triumphant tenure at DC. Collects SUPER POWERS #1-6.
'Jack Kirby's fourth world' focuses on two of the most intriguing New Gods, Mister Miracle and Big Barda, and their
extraordinary clashes with an outrageous assortment of villains. As a romantic couple and a super hero team, the escape
artist Mister Miracle and the physically daunting Big Barda face some of their greatest adversaries in this black and white
book. Included in this masterly volume are their bizarre and astounding battles with an alien assassin, a servant of Satan,
a couple of Female Furies, and an evil dictator of a secret kingdom atop Mt. Everest.
At last, DC presents the adventures of Kamandi, the last boy on Earth, in the popular Jack Kirby Omnibus format!
Kamandi-one of the few survivors of a Great Disaster that has destroyed civilization--must search for a safe haven in a
world populated by bizarre mutated animals and other strange wonders! Considered one of Jack Kirby's most creative
works, KAMANDI features a band of anthropomorphic supporting characters who accompany Kamandi as he searches
for answers and adventure across the wastelands of Earth. From one of comics' legendary creators, Jack Kirby's
Kamandi faces danger from a giant, monstrous crab creature and an intelligent killer whale, and is hunted by the Sacker
Company as a valuable intelligent human. In what is considered the series' greatest tale, Kamandi is forced to compete
with the leader of a gorilla clan for the ultimate prize: Superman's costume! This hardcover omnibus collects Jack Kirby's
run on KAMANDI, THE LAST BOY ON EARTH #1-40.
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